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This is a story about The Wind from quite a long time ago when shapes were just being 
set down and The Things argued amongst themselves over their colors. I can tell it to you now 
because The Wind whispers its once-upon-a-time stories to me at night as I rustle in my bed 
unable to fall asleep. The Wind will tell its stories to you too but first you must learn to speak its 
language.  

I will share with you with the greatest trick I know: the best speakers are the best 
listeners.  

But already, I digress.  

When The Wind was ever so much younger than even you are presently, it was counted 
among those wilder things. And in the newest days, The Wind liked nothing better than to whoop 
and holler through the Wide Open Empty Dark Space of The Universe.  

It spent days upon days (days and days) racing The Comets and, outpacing them every 
time, would call back over the distance,  

            catch me          catch me          catch me 

To this very day, The Comets rampage across the sky with their faces clenched fiery and 
forever determined, trying still to catch the wind.  

But there was more.  

The wind would whimsically whittle itself into different things. A river. A mess of string. 
Sometimes a herd of horses (which you may not know did not yet exist) and gallop thunderously 
to rock The Cosmos, giving Thunder the very idea for itself. It would swirl little endless eddies 
about all the bright things --planets, moons, constellations-- as they settled in but especially, 
specifically, and always, always, always, the wind paused between blasts to cause mischief to 
The Seven Sisters and muss their hair. “Oh! You wind!” They would shriek and sigh as The 
Wind laughed big and strong and fresh along its way.  

Until, finally, the wind bellowed and blustered itself right out to The End (of course, no 
one else before or since has actually been to The End) and it came back A Howler.  

“That’s it. That’s all it does. It only howls. All day and all night,” one of The Sisters said, 
fretting for the rest. 



You see, The Things would gather together on the Next to the Last Day to talk over How 
It Was All Going and The Sisters were currently, particularly concerned about The Wind.  

“I think it’s bored.” 

“I think it’s sad.” 

“I think it’s lonely.”  

“I think that’s quite enough, thank you, sisters,” The Sun said, turning to point its full 
shine on the gathered others. “Clearly The Wind is lacking purpose. It would hardly do to force 
The Wind to orbit as most of you do; it is much too wild for that. No. We shall have to come up 
with something far more exhilarating.”  

The Things gazed back at The Sun blankly.  

“Oh, come now,” The Sun said. “One of you must have an idea.” 

The Things blinked. 

“Alright then. We will meet back here on the next Next to the Last Day. In the meantime: 
Everyone think! And say nothing of this to The Wind.”  

Thusly, The Things scattered from each other and discretely took up their orbits once 
again. Following a few thoughtful revolutions, The Earth went before The Sun saying, “I may 
have a solution to The Wind Dilemma.”  

To which The Sun said something along the lines of “Tell me more,” or “I’m interested,” 
or “Go on.”  

“I would like The Wind to live with me.” 

“Live with you?” 

“Yes. Live with me.” 

To which The Sun said something along the lines of “Explain yourself,” or “”Expound,” 
or “Go on.”  

The Earth drew All Breath to itself in order to speak with confidence it’s Good Idea. 
“Well this is my idea:” (and truly The Earth did speak confidently) “If I had a way to move 
weather systems and distribute seeds and such, I could support plant life. And if I could support 
plant life, I could support animal life. And if I could support both plant and animal life, I could 
support human life. And then they too could harness The Wind’s energy for themselves!”  



“Wonderful! Well done! I love it!” And The Sun beckoned The Wind to “Come 
immediately.”  

The Sun’s voice was certainly loud enough to reach The Wind howling around Way Far 
Out but The Wind would not come. It will tell you even now that it did not come because it 
could not hear The Sun over its very own aimless wandering and howling.  

Whatever the case, The Sun became bothered, as you can imagine, and gathered All 
Breath to itself in order to overcome All Sound. “Wind! Come!” The Sun roared hot.  

At last, The Wind heard and hastened to them in a long, low whistle. 

“From now on, Wind, you will reside with Earth. You will move weather systems from 
place to place and distribute seeds and such and allow yourself to be harvested by Man to 
produce energy.” 

The Wind found this idea pleasing and puffed itself up with purpose and pride, a Happy 
Howler indeed, and took itself to Earth, reclaiming there its whoop and holler. And while The 
Wind is ever so much older than even I am presently, it is wild still with so many stories to tell. 
It will tell them to you too but first you must learn to speak its language.  

 


